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Corrupt and
improper
practices –
Western Area

Personnel on Traffic
duties engaged in
massive extortion from
drivers and motorists in
the Western Urban Area.

Sting operations to be
conducted

Sting operations
conducted and four (4)
personnel arrested on
alleged corruption
related activities
currently on suspension
and investigation is ongoing.

More sting operations to
be conducted.

Soliciting money
for bail is said to
be on the
increased in
Kenema

Compromise in the
investigations process of
cases.

Periodic inspections of
Police cells, suspects list
and engage personnel
through meeting and
sensitization on
corruption related
activities

Commanders engaged
to step up processes for
effective service
delivery.

Embark on a force wide
sensitization tour on
corruption, mitigation
activities and continuous
engagement of
stakeholders on the
theme “BAIL IS FREE”.

Flyers pasted at various
offices in the Division.
CDIID personnel doing
constant checking.

Community and school
engagement.

Bail, Police report People still pay money
and Investigation, for the release of
Traffic – Bo
suspects/relatives in
custody. Awareness that
Bail is free.

To engage commanders
in affected areas
concern
Putting out fliers in
strategic places with the
inscription Bail is free.
Community
sensitization through

Rotation of traffic
personnel.

Officers working at the
C.S.C to dress the table
and delay in concluding
investigations into
matters reported.
Arm –chair traffic
checking at various
points. Drivers coming to
meet traffic personnel at
the stalls. Lack of
confidence I personnel to
confront drivers and
passengers to
communicate in English.

the electronic media,
schools etc.
Detailing CDIID
personnel at C.S.C and
investigation pools.
Rotation of traffic
personnel within the
region. Training of
personnel on traffic
regulations. Proactive
CDIID and Inspectorate
to continually check the
various points on daily
basis.
Community schools and
electronic media
sensitizations.
Rotation of traffic
personnel within the
region.

Corrupt practices
within the SLP,
IndisciplineWestern Area

Over stay of personnel in
certain units.

Ensure that personnel
are rotated within
Departments/Units

Condition of
Service

Favouritism, connection
Limited time of training
at PTS.

Equal opportunity
Conduct lectures on
parade.
Conduct on the job
training.

CDIID investigation.
Proactive measures.
Corrective training.
Sting operation.
Unannounced
visitations.
Patrols.
Sensitization.

Seizure of monthly rice
supply.
Deduction of salary/
reduction in rank.

Privileges upheld whilst
under investigation/
hearing

Concerns of personnel
channel to PHQ.
Personnel welfare.

JULY

Traffic BO

Personnel lacking
knowledge of traffic
duties. Failing to point
out offences to drivers in
the presence of
passengers.

Bail

Investigators still asking
for money from sureties.

Police reports
and
investigations –
Bo

Personnel at the Service
Center are demanding
for money to enter
reports or after reports
have been made.
Training for traffic
personnel.
Rotation of traffic
personnel within the
region.
Constant monitoring and
supervision of personnel
at duty places.

Lecturers/sensitization/
parades/seminars.
To lobby for training for
traffic personnel.
Rotation of traffic
personnel within the
region. On the spot
checks by CDIID and
inspectorate.
Continue sensitization
to members of the
public and enforcement
of the rules.
Continue sensitization
and detailing of CDIID.
Personnel at the
community Service
Center (CSC).

Rotation of personnel in
the traffic unit within
and out of the region.
Sensitization on
parades.
Constant checks by
CDIID at duty posts and
detailing personnel at
strategic places with
sting operation.

Training for traffic
personnel.

School sensitization.

Personnel still in
the habits of
soliciting money
for bail – Western
Area

Extortions from
motorist and bike
riders by traffic
personnel is said
to be on the
increase
especially in Bo
and Kenema.
Police Report and
investigations

Little or less knowledge
about police bail by
general members of the
public.

Conduct awareness
raising and sensitization
tour force wide with
posters, handbills or
flyers at police stations
and posts.

Colluding with offenders
for want of prosecution.
Most time personnel are
not familiar with traffic
offences.

Rotation of personnel in
the traffic branch and
training is also required.

Compromise and
prejudice on matters in
the course of
investigations.

Undertake sensitization
to enhance public trust
and confidence.

Commanders in the
affected areas to brief
Director Corporate
Affairs Police
Headquarters on actions
taken regarding the PNB
Data Report.

Regional IMCs have
been tasked to give
feedbacks to IMC at
PHQ through Regional
Response Template.

Awareness raising and
sensitization tour to be
conducted force wide on
the issue bail, police
report and investigations
and the conduct of police
personnel in the area of
ethics and
professionalism.

Investigators are still
asking for money from
complainants/sureties

To sensitize members of
the public and
enforcement of rules
and regulations.

To conduct induction
training for traffic
personnel and other
investigations.

Community Service
Center also asked
complainants/aggrieved
persons to pay money to
enter their reports in the
station diary.

To details CDIID
personnel at various
investigations pools.
Community Service
Center and check
points.

Radio sensitization at
community level and
schools.

Lack of knowledge on
traffic personnel whilst
on duty e.g. failing to
point out offence to
drivers in the presence of
passengers.

To conduct training for
traffic personnel.
On the spot checks and
rotation of traffic
personnel within the
region.

Bail

Police reports
and
investigations.

Traffic/Check
Points – Kenema

Constant monitoring and
supervision of personnel
at duty places.
Induction training for
traffic personnel.
Sensitization on parade.
Inspection of case and
enquiry files.
Rotation of personnel
within the region.

Training for all
investigation
departments.

Constant checks by
CDIID at check points,
stations and posts.
Radio sensitization at
community level and
schools.
Training for all
investigation
departments.

Closure of illegal
checkpoints in the six
divisions in the Region.

